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Abstract 
Piessens, R. and M. Branders, On the computation of Fourier transforms of singular functions, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 43 (1992) 159-169. 
In this paper we consider a method for the computation of finite Fourier transforms of functions having 
endpoint singularities of aigebraic or logarithmic type. This method may be considered as a modification of 
Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature. The nonoscillatory and nonsingular part of the integrand is replaced by a 
truncated Chebyshev series approximation and the integral is then evaluated using recurrence relations. The 
numerical stability of these recurrence relations is investigated. 
ii~yx~ords: Fourier transform; uumericai integration; improper integrals. , . ienshaw-Curtis quadrature; Cheby- 
shev polynomials. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the numerical computation the finite 
G(s) = jb eisxg( x) dx (1) 
a 
of the function g(_x), which is allowed to possess algebraic or logarithmic singularities at the 
endpoints of the integration interval. 
More specifically, we investigate the computation of 
G,(s) = (” eisx( x -a)“jb -_&/5(x) dx (2) 
Ja 
and 
G2(s) = lb a)tj(x) dx, 
where cy, p > - 1 aid 4(x) is smooth on [a, b]. 
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Because of the singular and oscillatory behaviour of the integrand, the numerical computa- 
tion of (2) and (3) may be difficult. Davis and Rabinowitz [4, pp. 1 l&152] have given an 
excellent survey of methods for the numerical integration of singular functions with nonoscilla- 
tory b&&our and of oscnlatory but nonsingular functions. However, when severe singularities 
ac,i strongly oscillatory behaviour occur simultaneously, all these methods fail or are uneco- 
nomical. Erdglyi [6, p-491 has developed an asymptotic expansion for integrals of type (2) but 
is formula requires the values of the derivatives of 4(x) for x = a and x = b. Moreover, the 
formula is only useful if I s 1 is large and the requested accuracy is moderate. Other attempts to 
compute G,(s) and G,(s) are based on the use of special quadrature rules for oscillatory 
integrands m combination with an extrapolation method. The purpose of extrapolation is to 
accelerate the slow convergence, caused by the presence of the singularity. The algorithm 
implemented in the automatic integrator QAWO of QUADPACK [21, p.661 is based on such a 
procedure. When approximations for G,(s) or G,(s) are desired for many values of s, then the 
use of an autolmatic ntegrator is not efftcient 1121. 
The modified Clenshaw-Curtis integration method (MCC method) (see [3,19,20], [21, p.281) 
is one of the most efficient methods for computing integrals of the form 
1 / = +‘w(x)f(x) dx, -1 (4) 
where w(x) is an oscillatory and singular factor and f(x) is the nonoscillatory and nonsingular 
part of the integrand. The function f(x) is approximated by a truncated Chebyshev series 
expansion 
N 
f(x) = C’CkTdX)~ 
k=O 
where the prime denotes ummation with the first term halved. 
Substituting (5) into (4) yields 
M 
k-0 
where the integrals 
(5) 
(6) I 
are called modified moments [8]. 
The integration rule (6) is one of the basis integration rules used in QUADPACK [19] for 
automatic integration of functions with specific types of singular or oscillatory behaviour. 
The successful application of the MCC method depends on the availability of efficient 
algorithms for computing Mk, k = 0, 1,. . . , AL For several functions w(x), the sequence Mk, 
k > OT satisfies a linear recurrence relation. Examples can be found in [3,9,17-201. 
To compute G,(3) or G,(s) by MCC integration, we have to map the interval [a, b] onto 
[ - 1, 11. This yields 
G,(s) = ($(b -a))a+Bfl eis(b+a)/2/C1(1 +~)~(l -x)’ eioxf(x) dx 
-1 
(8) 
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and 
G*(S) = (# - (I))~+’ ei~@+a)/~ ln(b -a) (+‘(l +x)” eio”f(x) dx 
J-l 
+ 
/ 
+I(1 +x)* ln($(l +x)) eiw”f(x) dx , 
I 
(9) 
-1 
where 
o=$s(b-a) and f(x)=4(f(b-a)x+f(bi-a)). 
The purpose of this paper is to present recurrence relations for 
Mi’)(a, p, W) = /+I(1 +x)“(l -x)’ e’““T,(x) dx 
-1 
and 
(10) 
MA*)@, O) = /+l(l +x)” eioxT,(x) dx, 
-1 
(II) 
Mj3)@, o) = I+‘(1 +x)” ln($(l +x)) eiWXT,(x) dx, 
-1 
(12) 
and to investigate the numerical aspects of these recurrence relations. 
Since M,!*)((Y, o) = M,?(cy, 0, w), the recurrence relation for M,‘?( ty, p, w) which will be of 
order 4 (five-terms recurrence relation) can also be used for the computation of MA2)(cx, 0). 
But since singularities at only one endpoint of the integration interval occur with great 
frequency in computational work, we pay special attention to the case p = 0. The recurrence 
relation to calculate Mi’)(a, o) will be of order 3. 
It is well known that the application of recurrence relations in the forward direction is not 
always numerically stable [7]. The choice of the algorithm for the computation of a certain 
solution depends on the behaviour for large n of this solution and of all solutions of the 
corresponding homogeneous recurrence relation. Only if the required solution is dominant with 
respect to all solutions of the homogeneous recurrence relation, forward recursion is stable. If 
it is minimal, then backward recursion is stable. in all other cases Oliver’s algorithm [15] or 
Lozier’s algorithm [14,23], which replace the recurrence relation by a system of linear equa- 
tions, are applicable. 
2. Recurrence relation for M~‘)((Y, @, d 
The sequence Mi’)(a, & w), n > 0, o z 0, satisfies the fourth-order homogeneous recurrence 
relation 
ioMLy2 + 2(n + a! + p + 2)M,$ - 2(2a - 2p + iw)M,!l) - 2(n - CY - p - 2)MA!!, 
+ioM(! =0 n2 m (13) 
Proof. The proof of (13) is based on integration by parts and on some properties of the 
Chebyshev polynomials [22, p.1861. 
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Integration by parts yields 
a!+1 iw 
M;“(c8 -I- 1, /3, O?) = ----+q)(cy. p + 1, 0) + 
P+L 
-M~“(Uf + 1, j5 + 1, 9.I) 
p cl 
+ -&/+I’(l +x)“‘*(l -x)‘+~ e’““T,‘(x) dx. 
Ry using the relation Tm+ ,Cx) = 2xT,(x) - T,_ 1(x), the integrals &!‘)(a! + 1, p, ~1, #‘)k 6 
+ 1, U) and A4A1)(a + 1, 6 + 1, w) can be expressed as combinations of MAY &(Y, p, o), k = 0, 
1, 2. 
Since 
(1 -x”)T;(x) = ;qil- 1(x) - T,+ 1(x)), 
the integral in (14) can be written as 
Substituting all these expressions into (14) yields the recurrence relation (13). II 
Recurrence relation (13) is homogeneous and of order 4. The asymptotic estimates of four 
independent solutions yk,_, k .= 1, 2, 3, 4, are given by (see [2,5]) 
yl,n w n-2(@+ 11, n --)m, 
2in n 
y3.n y (-1 e-nna+B+1/2 T n + 0, 0 
y,,, hr ( - l)“n-2(a+1), n + 00, 
io n 
y4,?l h, l 1 2n ennaf +p + 1,‘2 9 n +oQ. 
Using Lighthill’s method [lo, p.511 for the asymptotic estimation of Fourier transforms, we can 
construct the asymptotic expansion for n + 00: 
M~‘~(cu, p, o) y ( -l)n+12B-a emi 5 A&x, ~3, o)C(a + k).v-2”-2k-2 
k=O 
X 
- 2”-@ eiO c A,(& a, -w)C(p + k)n-2p-Zk-2, 
k=O 
where 
and 
C( (u) = cos( 7r@(2a + 2) 
4-J(% p, w) = 1, A,(a, p, w) = a(2io -p - +a - f), 
AZ@, P, 0) = k(& + $X + +a2 + i/3 + $p2 - 2iw - 2w2 + $c@ - &a - 2iwp). I 
Formula (15) indicates that A$‘)( cy, p, o) is a linear combination of y1 n and y,,,. But y,,, is 
the dominant solution and y,,, is the minimal solution of (13). This means that forwayd and 
backward recursion are asymptotically unstable. However, the instability is less pronounced if 
C;, I is large because in that case the modulus of the dominant solution y3,n is increasing only 
for large n. 
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Practical experiments demonstrate that M,?(cy, p, o) can be computed accurately using 
forward recursion as long as n < 2 1 o I. For n > 2 1 o 1 the loss of significant figures increases 
and recursion in the forward direction is no longer applicable. In that case Oliver’s algorithm 
[15] or Lozier’s a!gorithm [14] with three starting values and one end value are numerically 
stable. The end value can be estimated by (16) or can be set equal to zero. Lozier’s algorithm 
incorporates a numerical test for determining the optimum location of the endpoint, when the 
end value is set to be zero. The advantage is that a user-required accuracy is automatically 
obtained, without computation of the asymptotic expansion (16). 
The four starting values needed for forward recursion or the three starting values needed for 
Lozier’s algorithm can be computed as follows. MA%, p, o) can be expressed as a confluent 
hypergeometric function [l, p.505]: 
M$“ja, p, o) = 2cr+P+1 e-‘” 
r(a! + l)r(p + 1) 
Q!+p+2) 
,&(a + 1, p +cr + 2,2io). (17) 
For the evaluation of the confluent hypergeometric function, several convergent or asymptotic 
expansions are available [ll, p.2941, for example the Bessel function series expansions which 
yield 
2 a+1/2 m 
X- ( 1 c ‘,I (n + Q + i)@ + l)nb - P),, 1 ,1+cY+ l/2(4 (18) 0 n=O n!(a+j3+2),(ff+$) 
or 
where (. ), is 
If 9 - cy is 
is finite. 
If icci] 
(n + P + 3)(W + MP - “LJ 
n!(a+/?+2),(p++) n+p+1/2 cd ’ 
( ) 
(19) 
Pochhammer’s symbol. 
integer, then in (18) or (19), depending on the sign of p - CY, the number of terms 
is large and p - a! is not integer, the use of the asymptotic expansion (see 111, p.2913) 
@“(% P, w) 
. r 
N 2a+P+* qa + 1) e-iW(2w)-a-1 eidU+*)/2 2Ffl a + 1, -p; & I ( 
i 
+r(p + 1) eiw(2w)-P-1 emia(pfl)/’ 2Fo p + 1, --a; - 2. 
Id +=), 
I 7 
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is more economical. For 1 o 1 > 20 this expansion, properly truncated, yields an accuracy of at 
least fourteen decimal digits, if - 1 < a, fi < 2. 
Once a method for the computation of M$a, p, o) is ~~aiiabie, the other starting values 
can be evaluated using 
,(l)(a, j3, 0) =MA1)(C.I! + 1, & 0) -M$l’(a, p, o), 
M:“(a, /3,0) = ;i;[2(a +/3 + 2)Ml(*)(a, /3,0) - (2a - 2p + io)MAu(a, p, u)], 
M$L)(~, fi, O) = d[2(a +p + ~)M$*)((u, p, O) - (4~ -4p + io)M,(l)(a, P, 0) 
+2(a +/3 + l)M,“(a, & co)]. 
(21) 
3. Recmnce relation for M~*‘(a, d
The sequence M~‘)(a, 01, n = 0, 1,. . . , o f 0, satisfies the third-order nonhomogenous recurrence 
relation 
io(n - l)M$ +[2(a+n+l)(n-l)+(n-2)io]Mi*) 
+ [2njn -a - 2) - io(n + l)] M,t2_‘1 - ionMz?)z = -2”+* e’“. (22) 
Proof. Using the property 
d Tn+l(-e Tl-lo\=3TI , 
dx n-I-1 ( 
-_- n _ 1 1 ~~n\-~I 
and applying integration by parts, we obtain 
2 eiw ai-1 
MJ”(a + 1, w) = - nz _ 1 - 2(,: 1) [(a + l)M,$(a, to) + ioMAy),(a + 1, a)] 
1 
+ 2(n - 1) 
[(a + l)M,!?l(a, o) + ioMiz’,(a + 1, a)]. 
Since 
M,!‘)(a + 1, o) = $M!TI(a, w) + M!*‘(a, w) + $MA?I(a, o), 
we have immediately the following nonhomogeneous five-term recurrence relation: 
i 
1 a+l+io 
I 
. 
,,;r 1)wz)z(a9 4 = 
_2a+l iw 
+ T- 2(iz - 1) 
MA?,(a, 0) - n* _ 1” . (23) 
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Eliminating M ,Iyz(cy, W) = M,$*(cY, 0, w) in (23) and (13) where p must be set equal to 0, we 
obtain (22). •I 
The solutions of the homogeneous recurrence relation which correspond to (22) have the 
following asymptotic behaviour: 
Y,.,' - (- l)nn-2a-2, 
2ni ” 
Y2,rz ry ( ) e-“na+l/2 9 n + =, 0 
io ” 
y3,, rv 
l-1 2n 
eftnQ + l/2 
3 n + 00. 
By comparing these expressions with the asymptotic estimate of M,!*)(cy, o), n + 00, given by 
(16) where p = 0, lllD ..- may conclude that Oliver’s algorithm with two starting values and one end 
value is stable. However, forward recursion is applicable as long as n < 2 I o I. 
The formulas (1%(20) can be used for the evaluation of MA%., 01, but there exist simpler 
formulas. Indeed, 
MA2)(a, o) = e+(“+l)/*ici-“-l e-i”y(a + 1, 20 emTi/*), 
(25) 
where y( a, z) is the incomplete gamma function [l, p.2601. 
The power series expansion of y( a, z) yields 
M:z)(cy, f ) = 2”+1 e-i” i 
(2io)” 
n = 0 (a+l+n)n!’ 
and the continued fraction expansion of y(a, z) (see [13, p.1481) yields 
M~*)(cY, w) 
= e7ri(a+1)/2W-a- 1 e- iw r(a + 1) 
_ 2a+ 1 ,iw (& +z +s +fq +s +f$ +-). 
Although (26) is convergent for all values of O, it is advisable to use lt only for 1 o 1 < 2, while 
(27) is suitable for 1 w 1 3 2. 
When CY = - +, & $, . . . , M~*)(a, u) cm be expressed in terms of Fresnel integrals. For the 
other starting values, we have 
M,‘*‘(a, o) = 
M;*‘(a, o) = 
2 a+1 ei@ _ (cy + 1 + io)M$*)(a, o) 
io 
9 
(2a + io)M:*)(a, w) - 2(a! + 2)MI(*)(a, u) 
(28) 
. 
iw 
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4. Recurrence relation for hfi3’( au, d 
The seauence M@( a a . 0) 9 n = 0 1 
re?zce &at&* 
9 9 2 , . . . . o z 0, satisfies the third-order nonhomogeneous recur- 
io(n - l)MA?r + [2(a! +n + l)(n - 1) + (n - 2)iojMi3) 
+ [2n(n -a - 2) - io(n + l)] Ml?, - ionM!!!2 = 2nM$!, - 2(n - l)MA*‘. (29) 
in the same way as in the proof of (13) and (22) we can derive the following recurrence 
relations: 
and 
iwnl,l’;“,+2(n +a+2)M$ -2(2a+io)M,i3’-2(n -a-2)Mi!$ +i0M:3_‘~ 
= -2M;?, +4&f,‘+ 2M;‘1, (30) 
ice, 
2(n + 1) 
a;~i”)M!~I+(2--&)M;3J 
M’? - 
io M?! MA% 
” ’ 2(n-1) 
M;?,=>-- 
n-l n+l’ 
Eliminating M,+ _ (% in (30) and (31) yields (29). q 
The recurrence relations (22) and (29) have the same homogeneous part. For the computa- 
tion of A@( a, o), the values of ML*‘( a, w) are needed. There exists also a recurrence relation 
for MF’(a, w) which does not require the values M,!*‘(a, o), but it is of order 6, so that for 
practical computations (29) is more interesting. 
The asymptotic estimate of M,ij’(a, o) is 
Mc’(a, w) ‘c~ -eiw2a-2n-4[6 + 15(2a + 1 + 4io)n-’ + - l -1 
+( _ 1)” ,-ico2-an-2a-2 
X{2P,(a) - [(:a + f - iw)P,(a + 1) 
+A cos(na)r(2a +4)]n-*+ .a.}, (32) 
where 
Pn(a) = f(2a + 2)(; T sin( 7ra) - [ J/(2a + 2) - ln(2n)] cos( ,a)), 
where $!x) is the psi-function [l, p.2581. 
The discussio,n on the numerical stability of (22) is also valid for (291, since both recurrence 
relations have the same homogeneous part and since M,(*)(a, o) and MA3)(a, o) have nearly 
the same asymptotic be haviour. 
For the computation of the starting values, we have the power series expansion 
MA3)((y, o) = _2a+l eeiW C - 
k=O k! (a+k+l)*’ 
(33) 
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which is applicable for small 1 w I, or the asymptotic expansion 
MA3)(,, 0) - 2”+’ e-‘“r(a, + 1)(20)-~-~ ein(a+1)/2(+(a! + 1) - ln(2w) + +irr) 
_ 2a+l eio 
cr (-1)’ (k+l)! Ci() 
k=Oj=O j k -j+ 1 (2io)k+2 ’ 
(34) 
which gives an accuracy of at least twelve decimal figures for 1 o 1 > 25. 
Further, 
M,(3’(a, w) = - 
M($*)((u, 0) + (a + 1 + io)M$3)(,, 0) 
io (35) 
and 
M$3’(a, o) 
2(~ + 2)M,‘3)(~, o) 2 (2a + iw)Mh3)(a, O) -I 2M:*)(a, o) - 2Mh*)(a, o) 
=- . 
iw 
(36) 
5, Nniiierical examples 
The calculations are carried out on a PDP 1 l/60 computer, using double-precision arith- 
metic (nearly sixteen significant decimal figures). 
The coefficients of the Chebyshev series expansions required for applying MCC quadrature 
are computed using the FFT-algorithm as described in [3]. 
Example 1. We have computed the integrals 
1 
x(1 -x2)’ cos(sx) dx = r(P + 1)Ha+3,2(s), (37) 
where H,(z) is the Struve function (see [I, p.4961) and 
c(l -X2)’ sin&) dx = fJ;;( ;)@+“*r(p + l)Jp+&), (38) 
for p = -0.8, -0.2, 0.6 and s = 10k, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
These integrals are of the form (2) with a = 1 and 4(x> = (1 +x)? 
In Table 1 we show the results for integral (37) computed by MCC quadrature and by the 
automatic integrator DQAWO of QUADPACK (with a requested absolute tolerance 1O-8). 
The results for integral (38) are similar. 
Although it is not fair to compare the performance of a nonautomatic and an automatic 
integrator, it may be interesting to know that DQAWO requires 15 times more computing time 
for the 30 integrals (37) and (38) (27sec. versus 1.8 sec.). 
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- 0.8 
s Exact integral Absolute error of DQAWO 
MCC integration; 
N=12 
Absolute Number of 
error evaluations 
1 1.534822902933 3.1o-‘O 1.10-” 285 
10 - 1.612593834287 5~10-‘” 2~10-” 375 
0.697 472 509 905 s.1o-‘O l~lo-lo 525 
0.523431695 212 5*10-‘O 2.10-9 705 
1 - 0.4178936428J5 4. IO- ‘0 7*10-‘O 935 
1 0.461454944697 2.10-‘3 1.10-15 225 
10 -0.142053608796 1_10-‘2 3. lo-l5 315 
100 - ti.005 397440848 2. lo-” 5-10-15 465 
0. 874097 275 l- lo--l3 4. lo- l4 585 
-0. 374076923 2-10-14 2.10-‘3 755 
.6 1 0.255 126357267 3. lo- I5 2.10-14 165 
10 -0.004884652050 2. lo-l3 2.10-‘5 255 
100 -0.000948682214 
1000 -0.000000288836 ;:;;I:: 
2. 1o-‘5 405 
3.10-12 555 
10000 0.000000308379 2.10-‘5 l-lo-” 575 
Table 2 
/ 
YE 
xa e-’ cos( sx) dx 
u 
a 
- 0.8 
s Exact integral Absolute error of MCC integration 
N=24 N=48 
. 1 4.23067277398854 4- iO-’ 1-1o-13 
10 2.76939288271839 6. lo-’ 3=10-15 
100 1.73930499191934 5. lo-’ 1.10-16 
loo0 1.09679S89141426 4. lo-’ 1.10-16 
10000 0.691992 926 862 77 2. lo-’ 2. lo-l6 
- 0.5 1 1.376996331853 15 7. lo-” 1-1o-16 
10 0.41455098024221 l-lo-’ 3.10-16 
100 0.12595333205188 4. 1o-8 1*10-16 
1000 0.39653074737696. lo-’ : - 10-8 Ho-” 
loO!IO 0.12533767983220.10-’ 3. 1o-9 1.10-” 
0.5 1 0.2G1656 443 965 39 3*10+ 2. lo-l5 
10 -0.16520216978037~10-’ 4. lo-x Ho-” 
100 -0.617 14110049003. lo-’ 1 - lo--* 3~10-‘* 
1000 -0.19786874420502-lo-’ 2. 1o-9 
10000 -0.62656305834900~10-6 2*10-‘” 
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Example 2. MCC integration is not applicable to compute the integral 
/ 
30 
xa emx cos(xx) dx = ZJQ, + l)(l +s~)-(“+~)” CO&Y + 1) arctg s], 
0 
169 
(39) 
because of the infinite integration interval. If we reduce the integration range to the finite 
interval [0, 401, the truncation error is less than lo-‘! Results of MCC integration for 
ar = - 0.8, -0.5, 0.5 and s = 10k, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, are presented in Table 2. 
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